
gift love
self-love
this festive season, help your team build new 
self-care rituals for the new normal.

CORPORATE GIFTING theswitchfix.co

https://theswitchfix.co


despite everything, 
you’re getting things 
done. but now, it’s time 
to #DoItForYourself
In this pandemic, companies find their employees who are more like family, to have gone 
above and beyond to keep the business healthy. 

It’s time to give back by gifting something that looks after their health. 



hello
we’re ‘The Switch Fix’, an 
impact-driven clean and 
conscious self-care brand.

this festive season, we have thoughtfully 
curated self-care bundles that your resilient 
team, and our planet would absolutely love.

take a look



the new normal needs 
a new self-care ritual
the pandemic showed us the most extraordinary of the efforts by you and your 
colleagues. workstations made out of stacked books, odd working hours, 
never-ending con calls, mixed up work and personal life, but driven to keep your 
business running.

let's reward this resilience with some non-toxic self-love. This festive season treat 
your team with clean and conscious self-care bundles that cares for them as much 
as it cares our planet. 

go on, ask your team to #DoItForYourself



bamboo 
toothbrushes
shine those pearls on group video 
calls without hurting our planet

made with MOS bamboo and infused with activated 
charcoal, these bamboo toothbrushes are surely to 
keep your teeth and our planet clean.

● BAM (PACK OF 2) INR 345

UNDER INR 500 UNDER INR 1,000 UNDER INR 1,500 UNDER INR 2,000

#
#
#


self-care
combos
gift pack of one shampoo bar + 
one deep conditioner
offer your team a well-deserved break from 
environmental stressors with this self-care combo.

● ACAI OF RELIEF COMBO @ Rs. 879 (for stronger hair)
● BLUE-TEA-FUL COMBO @ Rs. 839 (for scalp health)
● VIVA LA SATIVA COMBO @ Rs. 899 (for dry and damaged hair)

UNDER INR 500 UNDER INR 1,000 UNDER INR 1,500 UNDER INR 2,000

#
#
#


self-care
bundles
gift pack of one shampoo bar + 
one deep conditioner + one hair oil
there’s no better indulgence than indulging in self love 
with these self-care bundles that help rejuvenate from 
within.

● ACAI OF RELIEF COMBO @ Rs. 1,309 (for stronger hair)
● BLUE-TEA-FUL COMBO @ Rs. 1,279 (for scalp health)
● VIVA LA SATIVA COMBO @ Rs. 1,329 (for dry and damaged hair)

UNDER INR 500 UNDER INR 1,000 UNDER INR 1,500 UNDER INR 2,000

#
#
#


DIFY
bundle
gift 2 shampoo bars + 1 deep 
conditioner +  2 hair oils + 1 lip 
balm + 1 lip scrub 

treat yourself with some  self-love with this 
assortment of self-care products. Choose our 
pre-built kit or create your own.

● DIFY Bundle @ INR 1,999

UNDER INR 500 UNDER INR 1,000 UNDER INR 1,500 UNDER INR 2,000

#
#
#


it’s unique,
there’s a delicate balance between our health and our planet’s.
and in a way, climate action becomes an act of self-love. self-care 
nurtures this self-love. our clean and conscious self-care bundles 
help you profess love for yourself and our planet in a unique way.



personal,
you are you and so self-care for you may not be the same as self-care for 
someone else. we understand that and so we give you the opportunity 
to personalize self-care bundles for yourself and for whoever you feel 
deserves some self-love.

go a step further with custom packaging.



conscious.
the delicate balance we have between our health and our planet is under stress. and while climate 
change seems like an overwhelming challenge, climate action is quite simple. we create clean and 
conscious self-care that’s:

NON-TOXIC HEALTHIERPLASTIC-FREE PLANT-BASED CRUELTY-FREE



zero waste,
not zero taste
our 'design-meet-function' approach makes our gift 
boxes stand out and sturdy enough to be used again to 
store your valuables.

made using recycled and/or FSC approved paper, our 
boxes are also shipped plastic-free and are 100% 
biodegradable and home compostable.

ask our team for customised packaging solution that 
includes your business logo and information.



like what you see?
let’s make you an offer.
corporate discount ranging from 20% to 30%, depending on the order size.

get in touch with our quick response team for further details.

SHREYA SAXENA

Brand Association Expert

shreya@projectswitch.in

+91-8826012534

CINCEA VARKEY

Business Intelligence Trainee

cincea@projectswitch.in

+91-9500196002

THE SWITCH FIX

Clean and Conscious Personal Care

hello@theswitchfix.co

+91-8860009410
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